QUALIFICATION CRITERIA FOR DELIVERANCE TEAM MEMBERS

Freedom Encounters, Inc. - Ken and Sylvia Thornberg - Revised November 2017
1. Know that you are called by the Lord Jesus Christ to function in the deliverance and healing ministry.
2. Agree to learn what’s involved with FE ministry by reviewing the information on www.freedomencounters.com
(Prayer Ministry & Overview, Receive Ministry, FAQs, MPD/DID, Testimonials, Teaching >> Seminar Topics >>Deliverance/Healing)

3. Agree to learn and complete all preparation steps listed in the Prayer Ministry >> Desire Ministry sections
of the FE website, including the “Victory Over Spiritual Conflict” seminar and teaching manual completion.

3. Agree to view the teaching and testimonial videos and learn the information contained in the “FAQs” and
“Preparation Overview” documents.

4. Agree to receive the FE deliverance / aftercare ministry from a qualified FE team member and to practice the
FE aftercare tools that are given to you after ministry.

5. Read the Teaching description on the website and complete the "Deliverance Procedures Seminar" training.
a. Attend an in-person, or facilitated seminar (using DVDs); or listen to the most current recorded
media version (DVD or MP3).

b. Complete the “Aftercare Ministry Seminar” teaching (Flash drive).

d. Listen to the DP seminar and Aftercare Ministry teaching a second time.

e. Agree to receive two deliverance and two aftercare coaching sessions by an authorized FE Coach.
Note:

Our trained coaches follow the FE ministry approach and over an extended period of time, they have been proven to be
experienced, skilled and trustworthy. They demonstrate a fear of God, a love for His people and respect for the gift
God has given to us. (A coaching fee will be paid to the FE Coach for each session.)

7. Once released by your FE Coach, agree to pray FE deliverance and aftercare procedures exactly as taught
and written in the most current versions (no mixing other approaches during FE ministry appointments).

8. Agree to learn the “Aftercare Guide” and minister the content within 3-7 days of the client’s deliverance
appointment, giving the client a copy of the Guide, which has been prepared for their on-going guidance.

9. Agree to enlist at least one intercessor to pray as you minister deliverance for a person (does not need to
be present), and ensure that an effective care person or team is assigned to help after FE appointments.
10. Agree to submit to the leadership guidance of the person or team that God has established for your

location/region, and to provide immediate feedback of new revelation or questions if/when encountered.
11. Agree to keep current with new revelation as outlined in the Freedom Encounters Team letters.
12. Agree that you will not pray for SEVERE cases involving SRA without receiving further training.
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!

Date: _________________ E-Mail: _____________________________________________________ Phone: ____________________________
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed: ___________________________________________________________ Coach :_____________________________________________
PLEASE MAIL or FAX TO:

Freedom Encounters:

1663 E. Castlerock Ct., Boise, ID 83712.

Fax = 208-343-1196

